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DEAD ENVIRONMENT 
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA 

 
YAHWEH IS SPEAKING: 
 
You went into a church gathering on a Sunday and would see a vision of what a dead 
church looks like. In the spirit realm, it appears in mud form. The way of suffocating 
comes into natural worship through a spiritual hindrance resembling dirt, filled with 
cement-type consistency when still wet.  
 
Please see it clearly: It’s a building filled to the ceiling with a spiritual substance that 
resembles a ground where a dead person is laid in the death phase in the local 
cemetery. They spoke with it, covering their whole bodies. They sang songs and waded 
in the mud. The people gave their offerings in dirt—spiritual dirt.  
 
The altar had dirty-engrained outlets that had no purified way to engage Yahweh.  
 
There was suffocation to the place of spiritual death. The way of worship was cold, and 
there were no deliverance plans given for any person to drink within. The people are 
drinking mud. They eat their fill of dirt. The leaders are on their religion and have a 
building filled with their offerings of dirt. They think there is a power joining with Me, 
but no outlet of pure worship reaches My ears from the man who stays up there and 
gives a brief note. The way the kid gives worship is filled with power. I have given 
power to the youth.  
 
Let’s see how long that church way will drink the power in the calling of local ministers.  
 
Will they ever see? Having titles will not guarantee purpose, provision, a true power out 
in Yahweh’s plan of true work. I see that a man there has certain gifts that the people 
drink. I see that there is a lack of growth there. Could it be that a true washing must 
come forward? Could it be that literal angels would have to come and power wash the 
church building?  
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But what would cause spiritual death? A fake doctrine has leading plans in that building, 
and it brings death to My purpose, there, in that gathering. To hear the preacher, We 
had you pray certain words to bring a cleaning into the atmosphere so that the word 
spoken would travel out of the minister to the gathered there.  
 
And I will bring even deeper seeing in church visits, to bring forth a deep seer gift 
within. 
 
 


